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William K. 
Reagen/U S-Corporate/3M To JGiesy@aol.com 
/US 

cc 
03/25/2008 12:29 PM 

Subject Re: EntrixConsulting~ 

John, 
Just to clarify, the consulting related to the ongoing data file updates, literature searches, and 
paper reviews is no longer needed. The consulting provided by you is greatly valued and 
a ppreciated. 

I hope that your collaboration with the manuscript will continue as well as other consulting support 
in the future. 

Kind Regards, 

William Reagen 
Laboratory Manager 
3M Environmental Laboratory 
Environmental, Health, and Safety Operations 
3M Center, MS 260-5N-17, Maplewood MN, 55144 
651-733-9739 
wkreagen@mmm.com 
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03/25/2008 11:23 AM To wkreagen@mmm.com 

CC 

Subject Re: Entrix Consulting 

No problem. Dale had me doing things to keep a finger of the pulse of things going on around the 
world, especially to try to keep bad papers out of the literature. I will stop all activities on behalf of 
3M immediate. I assume that you will be able to finish off the blood manuscript so I will plan to not 
put any additional effort into that paper. Please let me know if it is ever submitted so that I can 
follow it’s progress. 

We always enjoyed working with your team. Best wishes in the future, 

Sincerely, 

John P. Giesy 

Create a Home Theater Like the Pros. Watch the video on AOL Home. 
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